Introduction

Over the past few years, the development of hybrid and electric mobile vehicles has achieved the greatest breakthrough successes in the development of mass highly ecological transport on the roads of many countries. Sales in a number of European countries in Norway, Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, and in the whole direction of urban cars have overtaken traditional cars with an internal combustion engine. The tendency to protect the environment and preserve natural temperature conditions with a reduction in harmful carbon emissions reflects the accelerated development of the automotive industry with a focus on quiet and "clean" electric transport; while simultaneously developing convenient services and the infrastructure of charging stations or replacement centers for charged batteries that is needed everywhere. And if it were not for the problems with high-performance charging; but limited expensive additional seats; then there could be even more new adherents of electric mobility. It is in this resolution of an acute problem in European historically developed cities and on highways that are not strongly tied to automakers that it makes sense to consider more efficient alternative and driver-friendly systems for recharging electric vehicles while driving without wasting time waiting for even high-speed recharging of batteries; in contrast to the traditionally simple and faster "filling" with gasoline or diesel fuel tank cars.

Projects and Opportunities for Fast Recharging of Electric Vehicles Directly While Driving Around the City or Highway

Any new road transport projects are always aimed at solving the most acute problems in large cities; on highways or near cities; and the promising result that can be seen in a few years will be visually presented. as can be seen in (Figure 1).
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Battery on the EV Stations in Chana and main aspects of progress efficiency vision goals to global best maximum results to EV-Mobility Service via development the new PLUG MOBILITY RID MAI project [1].

This PM RID project in MAI, Russia may be simple realize Innovation Technology of Zero-Toxic and Zero-Noise to Green Ecology Smart Cities Tomorrow any fast time together with Germany Partners as development DLR Robo Mobile or new Strategy of the Share Now. This know how Project will be high Efficiency Concept for All EV Drivers, Tourists and Business Guests with EV-Mobility Zero-P Style Life old and new Smart Ecology Green Cities for High Comfort; COVID Safety and Ecology EV-Transportation Infrastructure Systems without Lost Time and Money (3) (Figure 3).

### The Main Efficiency of the New PM Rid Concept Projection

What energy savings are expected? This Know-How Energy Optimization Project may be used to new Government Strategy Business Development of Green Ecology Urban Cities based on Economy and Electrical Energy Efficiency up to 35-50% by the Smart Electro Greed Infrastructure and Smart Road Charge-in-Drive Concept System for the Real-Time source of the EV-Mobility All Hybrid + Last Mile Concept; Transform Hybrid and E-Cars basing on the Non Limit Comfort Drive "PM RID Anytime to All" or by Unmanned Pilot EV-Taxi and Car Sharing Low Cost City Service Tomorrow and Future [4]. Thus, it is necessary to accelerate the development of the charging infrastructure and cover a large area with minimal costs for the modernization of the existing power network. Innovative proposal for this project from Russia for joint implementation-patenting of new Resource, Energy and Time-Saving Technologies in partnership with Germany DLR by know-how method and device for the implementation of a contact-roller or non-contact-induction method of dynamic charging-supply and better directly to motor of electric vehicles when they move in contactor with automatic spatial positioning to the safety barriers. We have private national patent with priority of the authors last year. Therefore, we ask the experts and organizers of the competition not to publicly these materials (Figure 4).

### The Main Statistic Data and Barriers to New Rid Green Technology Worldwide Development

The significant barrier to the development of Electric Mobility is the lack of charging infrastructure in drive as more perspective then now. The presence of the AC charging station is a low power-required at a ratio of about 1:1 of the chargers to the electric car in most parts of the world. This assumption is confirmed in the Northern region (IEA) and in the United States (NREL). As the Statista Infographic shows, the number of charging stations in Germany is not keeping up with the growing number of electric vehicles. The number of charging stations on the machine amounted to 0.22-0.31 chargers per car [2] (Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Figure 2</strong>: The data of Statista of grows EV-Mobility and new RSB RID infrastructure.</th>
<th><strong>Figure 3</strong>: The Compact City EV-Mobility tomorrow and variety of Drive System Concepts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

New Personality Digital Worldwide Concept Order Design with demo Additive 3D Technology Industry for Future Aerodynamic Shaped as the real Minimum Drag for Maximum Energy Efficiency of any City Mini E-Cars for Share Now Style. We had good skill for International R&D Cooperation with Stuttgart University; EASN Academy and AVERE Association Strategy for the IC Expertise and Cooperation of the Hybrid Electric Propulsion (HEP) Aircraft R&D 2020-2023. Also, we have skill to Design and Manufacture the Hybrid Electric Motion (HEM) platform of the Full Flight Simulation (FFS) with Certification in EASA by French THALES T&S and L-3 Link in Crawley (UK); SJR(Italy) [5;6] (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The DLR Robo Mobile and Italian EV-Mobility 2030 Eco Design future.

The Main Partners of PM Rid Project and Strategy Vision of the Avere EC Association

According to the European modern IMOTHEP and FUTPRINT50 Consortium project of Hybrid Electrical Propulsion (HEP) for Regional Aircraft the Stuttgart University and EASN Academy partnership. The additional Strategy actions to grow the EV-Mobility R&D results was supported from the AVERE EC Association [7].

1) GOAL: 100% new zero-emissions vehicles by 2030;
2) Fully decarbonized European road transport by 2050;
3) Making Europe a world leader in electromobility.

Close to 2.5 million electric vehicles currently on European roads. EV absolute sales more than doubled last year (2020), while sales shares tripled. The EU’s Green Deal and the Recovery Plan offer unique opportunities to further scale up electromobility in coming years. We must support and accelerate the transition to zero emission mobility. Decarbonization potential Electric vehicles have 3 times lower GHG footprint than Internal Combustion Engine vehicles under the current energy mix. Clean air Electric vehicles do not produce any tailpipe pollutants such as NOx and fine particles (PM10 and PM2.5). A rapid decline in price and growing availability More models are coming to the market in larger quantities while price per unit keeps reducing rapidly. Potential for zero emissions long term as renewable energy scales up. Reaching the COP of limiting temperature to 1.5°C will require a complete decarbonization of the transport sector by 2050. Reducing noise pollution. An electric vehicle is silent at city speeds and during acceleration. Adapting Europe’s mobility sector to future global change now Electromobility is a global growth market; and Europe cannot afford to lag behind. The focus to establishing a harmonised; high quality; dense ev charging infrastructure network. The charging environment across Europe must be more consumer-friendly; seamless; interoperable; and suitable to heavy-duty vehicles. The upcoming revision of the Alternative Fuels Directive (AFID) will be crucial to support the growing amount of EVs on European roads. It should include: The upcoming revision of the Renewable Energy Directive will be a significant opportunity:

a) Increase the target for renewable energy in transport; going beyond the 24% goal set in the Climate Target Plan for 2030
b) It should include a possibility for fuel suppliers to demonstrate compliance with their obligations via electricity crediting mechanisms.

Conclusion

Supporting AVERE priority points to new Ecology Green Tech nest aspects to realize future our patenting innovation PLUG MOBILITY RID Systems to. Harmonised rules for charging new progress hardware and operations (in the form of a regulation rather than a directive) as a clear focus on zero-emissions mobility; setting clear targets for expansion of charging infrastructure; - improvements to quality of infrastructure and users’ experience; - also establish a ‘right to plug’ in Buildings in the upcoming revision of the European Buildings Directive (EPBD); ensuring that consumer share never denied the right to have a charging point. To fully reap the benefits of EV-electromobility; legislation should support the rapid uptake of renewable energy; as well as of smart charging and vehicle to grid technology. Also swiftly enhance Energy System Integration; specifically through the development of smart charging and vehicle to grid technology. EU power markets should permit EVs; as a decentralized energy resource; to provide flexibility services. Electro Energy Efficiency for E-Drivers Logo:

“It’s Non-Stop as You Need Faster for EV-Drive Any Time and Any Where!”
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